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ASLATIOK STABILITY OF USER-DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS
by
D. B. Henderaon, R. t. McCrory, and R. L. Horse

ABSTRACT
We extend the perturbation analysis of laaer-driven laplosions
showing the poaltive atabllity of the ablation aurfaee. (The opposite
conclusion haa been reported by othere)., We preaant numerical results
from a acre complete c l u i of problems. Our conclusions are supported
by general phyaical arguments.

Recent interest In laser-driven implosion of
apherlcal pellets of thermonuclear fuel to high
densities has raised important questions about the
sysoetry and stability of such implosions. It has
been observed by Henderson and Morse that snail
departures froa spherical symmetry of the coupled
hydrodynaalc and heat flow processes Involved can
be analysed by a linear perturbation expansion in
scalar spherical hsraonics, ¥?(&)• and that the
analysis la greatly simplified by a decoupling of
equations for different £'s and a degeneracy with
reapect to the m'a. This mathematical technique
has been applied to the analysis of implosion
asyauetrl.es caused by nonunifora laser irradiation
of DT pellets by Henderson and Morse. Thty also
stated In Ref. 2, but do not show, that similar
calculations indicate poaitlve stability of the
ablation process by which absorbed energy causes
the implosion. Shlau, Goldman, and Wing, using
the same mathcaatlcal technique with a similar but
not Identical numerical method, have reached the
opposite conclualon. We present here a complete
calculation of the coupled zero-order (radial) and
first-order (perturbed) problem. Three different
kinds of problems have been done: an initial deformation corresponding to bumpy surfaces; an
Initial deformation corresponding to granularity
or bubbles (nonunifora density); and boundary conditions correapondlng to nonunlfom laaar

Illumination. Examples are shown of the first and
last. All three yield the conclusion that the
ablation surface is stable, aa mentioned in Ref. 2.
Phyaical arguments are presented which support this
conclusion.
The zero-order spherical implosion case choaen
here as our example was taken froa a study of Implosions of 500 va radius froicen DT spheres isotroplcally Irradiated by Gaussian laser pul»es
with a wavelength of 1.06tfm.The zero-order computations were done by a single temperature Uagranglan hydrodynamics code with electron thermal
conduction. Figure la is a contour plot of the
maximum central densltiea achieved aa a function
of the total pulse energy, E, and the full width
of the pulae at half maximum, T. Figure lb Is a
plot of the corresponding center teaperaturea at
the times of maximum density. The circled points
indicate the caae chosen, E - 50 lcJ, t - 5.5 z
10
sec. This case, which la on the long pulse
side of that value of T which gives the maximum
density for the choaen value of K, produces a
shock clearly aeparated froa the ablation surface
and a ahocked region In between that Is much
cooler than the blow-off plasma during most of the
implosion. In Figs. 2a and b the zero-order density and temperature, p Q and T o , are plotted at
three different times (t --0.21 x 10" 9 , + 0.24 x
10-9 and + 0.53 x 10"9 s with respect to the
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Fig. la. Contours of oaxihua center density
in g/cm3 at tine of maximua density
as a {unction of pulse energy E, and
full width T at half maximum. Circled points indicate the example case.
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Fig. 2. Zero- and first-order quantities as
a function of r at times t - 0.21,
+ 0.24, and + 0.S3 x 10-9 with respect to the peak of the Gaussian
pulse.
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Pulse Width (FWHM) (sec «IO'10)
Fig. lb. Contours of temperature in eV at
tlae of maximum density as a function of pulse energy E, and full
width T at half maximum. Circl«d
points indicate the example case.

peak time of the Gaussian pulse, on the sane axes.
Going out from r » 0, the shock is where P o and T o
rise sharply, the ablation front is where P o subsequently falls sharply just outside its aaxiauB
and T o begins to rise again). This class of 1stploslon Is quite similar to those produced by
highly optimized pulses up to a time just before
peak compression (See Refs. 2 and 3 for further
references). Values of T near the maximum density
value or on the short side give implosions in
which the ablation and shock surfaces are not so
clearly separated, the region Just behind the
shock is not very ouch cooler than the blow-off
plasma, and the resulting higher thermal conductivity in this region further Increases the stability
of the flow. It is not aaaerted that this case

is the least stable possible case but rather that
this case is representative of those relevant to
laser fusion. We do not know of a relevant olaee
of homogeneous pellet oases which we expect would
be eignifioantly lees stable.
Angle dependent first-order perturbations of
all zero-order dependent variables are represented
by time and radius dependent coefficients of
spherical harmonics of various A-values, and are
calculated by Integration along the unperturbed
characteristics of the zero-order Lagrangian flow,
according to the msthed described In Ref. 2. Ablation stability is isolated from effects of illumination asymmetry by assuming symmetric irradiation
and an initial perturbation of the pellet of the
Incompressible form:

- -(A + 1) <5o/a) (r/a)
which gives the pellet a bumpy surface. The unperturbed radius of the pellet is a, which is 500 ym
for the caae shown here. The scale of all firstorder quantltites is set by taking ? 0 " 1 |ra> and
thus giving the bumpy surface thla amplitude. We
prefer this fora of regular initial perturbation
over the random noise approach of Shiau et al.
for estimating the effect of initial pellet irregularities and any instability on implosion symmetry.
Figures 2c, d, and e show the perturbed density
coefficients, Pj, for S. - 2,3, and 5, respectively,
at the seme three tinea at which p and T are
plotted. At t - -.21 x 10 9 sec for all £'s, the
inside negative spike of p., which is well resolved
by our grid, cones mostly fron the convective contribution given by the product of the large 3po/3r
at the shock and of - ^ there. The negative sign
of the spike reflects ttte fact that at the angular
phase cosO » 1, where first-order quantities lire
defined and, in general, wherever Y J (ft) > 1, the
perturbed surface ia initially raised, i.e., displaced outward, and the Inward progress of this
shock is retarded at early times relative to the
zero-order flow by having to pass through additional material. The outward displacement of the critical surface, in the vicinity of whsr* the light Is
absorbed also contributes to shock ratsrdatlon at

this angular phase. Artificial viscosity distributes the shock jump, which is in principle discontinuous, over enough zones to permit accurate
calculation of p. and other first-order quantifier'.
The area under this spike is a measure of the perturbed radial shock displacement. The rest of p.
behind the shock can be taken at face value. The
_g
positive feature of p^ at t » -0.21 x 10 for all
Vs is also primarily convective, reflecting the
initial outward displacement and the negative
3po/3r of the ablation front.
Subsequently, the following sequence of events
occurs for all !• > 1. Angular thermal conduction
increases the total heat flow into the regions of
5 in which the surface of the pellet is Initially
raised, causing material to be ablated from these
regions with greater energy, i.e., with greater
specific impulse. The greater ablation pressure
in the initial raised regions of Ti causes the shotsk
to be stronger there and hence to produce a higher
shocked pressure behind and to move inward faster
The shock in the initially depressed regions of
S is correspondingly weaker and slower than the
zero-order shock. The shock in the raised regions,
which starts out retarded, in fact catches up with
and moves ahead of the zero-order shock. This is
first seen for £ - 5 In Fig. 2e at t - .24 x 10~ 9
from the sign reversal of the spike in P 1 at the
shock front fron negative at the earlier time to
positive. The same transition is seen to occur
between t - 0.24 x 10" 9 and t - 0.53 x 10" 9 for
!> • 2 and 3. This motion of the shock front from
one side of its zero-order position to the other
might be expected to exhibit overstabillty, but
this has not been observed. Thus, the observed
behavior Is positively stable. The reversal of
shock retardation occurs sooner at higher £-numbe::s
because the angular wavelength is shorter and the
angular thermal conduction is larger, as discussed
In detail In Ref. 2.
The angular variation of perturbed pressure
behind the shock front also causes a perturbed
angular fluid flow which decreases the density in
the initially raised regions of ft. This density
decrease is seen in a fully developed state at
t - 0.53 x 10 for 1-5 and it is beginning to
occur for I » 3. The above behavior corresponds
to a tendency for the Implosion to converge to

separate points located on those radii on which

Regular Initial perturbation of internal den-

there occurred initial minima of the pellet surface

sity gives results very similar to those obtained

radius, i.e., minima of Y™ (fl), as opposed to con-

from regular surface perturbations.

verging uniformly to the spherical center.

This

In order to learn the relative contributions

tendency to form local density maxima in the im-

of initial surface perturbations and of perturba-

ploding shell of compressed material can be seen

tions of illumination uniformity t-> implosion

from the fact that Fig. 2e at t = 0.53 x 10" 9 ex-

asymmetry, we have calculated the perturbed re-

hibits a negative maximum of p. at the same radius

sponse of our same zero-order case to angular

as the maximum of p Q (Fig. 2a).

radiation variations scaled here to a relative

(If, on the other

hand, the maximum of p. occur.red in either on the

modulation of 10" 2 .

regions of large ±3po/3r and if the zeros of p^

the results for I = 0, 2, and 5 at the same times

and 3po/3r coincided, it would instead indicate

as above.

only a waviness of the surface of maximum density

with appropriately defined differences between

with no Isolated points of maximum density of this

two zero-order runs with only slightly different

surface).

input power provides an extremely valuable veri-

Figure 2f helps in visualizing the ablaOn the
—9
for t = 2 at t = 0.21 x 10

Figures 2g, h, and i show

Comparison of such SL «= 0 calculations

tion stabilization process described above.

fication of the numerical method.

scales are plotted T

5 results show the smoothing effect of higher I's

ITie 2. = 2 and

and T fee I = 2 and 5 at t = 0.24 x 10~ 9 . The
-9
major contribution to T (£ = 2, t = -0.21 x 10 )

pointed out in Ref. 2 although without the dis-

is from retardation of the nonlinear thermal wave

irradiation asymmetry.

form of T o (Fig. 2b) at this time.

I = 2 the magnitude of the late time effect of an

(Tx for I - 3

tinction made there between early and late time
Comparison shows i:hat for

and 5 at this time are almost identical to £ = 2 ) .

initial 1 ym surface radius perturbation amplitude

However, between t - -.21 x 10~ 9 the angular con-

on this 500 Jim radius pellet (0.2%) is approxi-

duction damping of Tj in the vicinity of the abla-

mately the same as that caused by a 1% variation

tion front is significantly greater for higher
-9

of illumination intensity.

Thus, at t - .24 x 10

Vs.

Similar calculations of the effects of these

in this vicinity the nega-

tive magnitude of T^(£ - 5) is noticeably smaller
than that of Tj (A - 2 ) . However, In the shocked
layer, where S. = 2 and 5 are positive and almost

kinds of perturbation (incompressible bumpiness,
perturbed density, and asymmetric illumination)
have been done with 50 Vm pellets with qual-* natively very similar results.

flat, the magnitude of Tj (i. - 5) Is greater, indicating stronger shocking as described above.

The

spike-like features nearest the origin are indica-
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